Offers for your
virtual presentation

#DigitalFair

World Money Fair goes digital Virtual offers for you
So that we all can remain in touch with each other, with the market and with collectors, we have put
the World Money Fair into the digital world.
We are launching our virtual offers on the date originally planned for the real world trade fair.
These offers are not meant as a „substitute“ for the postponed attendance fair in January, but as a
logical addition that can be visited 365 days a year on the net.
The virtual initial page on the World Money Fair homepage presents all the participants with their
company logos. From here, visitors can click straight through to your individual presentation.
You can also extend your presentation to include a virtual meeting room, an exclusive newsletter and
podcast episodes on our „World Money Fair Talks“ Channel.
Below, we present and explain in detail the options available for your participation in the virtual World
Money Fair.
All prices on the following pages are net prices, with statutory VAT to be added.
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Your virtual presentation

Media Forum

Virtual meeting rooms

Exclusive newsletter and/or
podcast-episodes

Technical Forum

The Coin Forum

Initial page to your presentation site
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The partner overview screen gives direct click access to your company landing page or your meeting
room calendar.

#DigitalFair
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Your virtual presentation

Starting with the original fair period you can, until the next physical trade fair, optimal present your
company and your products and keep your target group regularly informed about what is new. That
also means that during the whole period (until the next trade fair) you can replace and update contents.
Basic structure
- header image
- logo + sentence introducing your company
- not more than 7 blocks with text (de and/or en) and image/video/chart
Ideas for the content
- company presentation
- product portfolio/production portfolio
- innovations/news
- unique selling points, e.g. particular technology, sustainability
- digitalisation, e.g. training via augmented reality
- personal profile/contact partner + contact data
- link to your online shop
Possible blocks/tools for the paragraphs - click here for a first impression
Block 1:
Individual images + text and/or image gallery + text
Block 2: 		Buttons + text
Block 3:
Countdown-Timer + text
Block 4:
Catalog/PDF to browse through + text
Block 5:
Price list + text
Block 6:
Social Media link (as icons) + text
Block 7:
Video (via public player) + text
Decide the look of your presentation site. All aforementioned blocks can be combined however you
like - but not more than 7 altogether.
Send us the parts of the individual blocks that you want to have on your presentation site, as per our
specifications on the separately provided specification list, to presentation@worldmoneyfair.de. We
will then implement your page as per your wishes. If you need support for translating into English or
German, please let us know.
Here is some visual inspiration for your presentation site.
This is an example for a virtual presentation site in German.

Slider on the initial page for your presentation (see page 3)
You can also to book a slot in our dynamic slider on the inital page. A film clip of not longer than
4 seconds can also be integrated in the slider. There is a limitation of 5 slots in the slider.

Implementation of your presentation site
Slider on the initial page
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950 €
1,800 €

Example presentation site for your inspiration
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Media Forum - virtual

Date: 29 January 2021
You want to present your news and innovations to an interested trade public, the press and interested
collectors and investors.
The virtual Media Forum offers the ideal surroundings for reaching all three target groups.
The Media Forum will be produced in advance with the individual contributions linked by a moderator. Via the World Money Fair website anybody can watch the streaming of the Media Forum Friday,
29 January 2021- without having to log in or install additional software. After this event, both the
complete recording and also all the contributions individually are available on demand via the World
Money Fair website.
The complete programme will be announced on the World Money Fair website. A countdown on
the corresponding landing page shows when it begins. There will be advertising for this event in the
relevant media.
Send us your individual presentation completely pre-produced as a film file by 15 January 2021.
Please note that:
- the total length of your presentation cannot be longer than 5 - 8 minutes
- we need your logo to announce your presentation
- you must have all the required image and use rights - also for the period after streaming.
We recommend the use of German subtitles for presentations in English and English subtitles for
presentations in German, so that they can be followed by collectors all over the world.

Presentation at the Media Forum
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1,950 €

Virtual meeting rooms

Keep in personal contact with your potential customers thanks to virtual meeting rooms.
In combination with a digital calendar, potential customers can directly agree appointments with you
for a video meeting via the World Money Fair website. The safe servers are in Germany and access is
via a patented encryption system, so that only you can read your appointment calendar. The calendar
on the World Money Fair website that is accessible by anybody only shows your free/booked appointments.
The function for your virtual meeting room will be clearly marked on the initial page and your presentation site with a calendar icon.
The procedure is as follows:
- you define and release bookable times in advance
- after an appointment is booked you will be notified by email
- at the same time, the person making the appointment receives a confirmation link, which at the booked time jumps straight to the video meeting.
You can use the tool to invite a discussion partner at a later date by sending a link - independently of
the World Money Fair website - to a meeting and communicate with him or her by video conference
for a predetermined duration. The scheduling is carried out via a neutral provider and can only be
seen by you.
The offer is limited. If you want to hold your virtual meeting during the DigitalFair from
29 to 31 January 2021, please book this offer by 4 December 2020 at the latest. You can use
this tool for 3 months from availability of your calendar on the World Money Fair website.
Agreeing an appointment - can be done
by you or a potential customer.

Discussion participants receive a confirmation
email with a link as access to the meeting.

Video calls can be made without having to
install additional software.

Virtual meeting room (up to three months)

750 €
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Your exclusive newsletter
Send a newsletter with your exclusive contents to the World Money Fair mailing list with a link to your
presentation site. We send this newsletter to the target group in German and English in the
World Money Fair layout.
All the texts (de & en, if desired) and images are supplied by you. The content is to be coordinated
with the World Money Fair in advance.
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1,350 €

Your exclusive podcast episode
Reach out to an interested audience around the world with the World Money Fair Talks Podcast.
Present yourself and your company from a new side and book your exclusive podcast episode.
Be it in German or English, you will be reaching your target group in a new and modern manner.
World Money Fair Talks can be accessed not only directly via the World Money Fair website but also
on the platforms:
- YouTube
- Apple Podcast
- Spotify
- Deezer
Recording is done in the World Money Fair Podcast Studio. The procedure is as follows:
- You send us a suggested topic with your decision whether you want to record an interview or a talk
- After the suggestion is confirmed, you send us a draft text for the interviewer
(if required).
- The podcast episode should not be longer than 15 minutes.
- The interviewer will be one of the well-known World Money Fair Talks voices.
- The recording will be done on the World Money Fair mixing desk.
- You will receive the finished product before publication for your approval.
- We can integrate the podcast episode in your presentation site.
- You will receive the file of your podcast episode for integration in your website.

Your exclusive podcast episode

1,900 €
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Your participation in the Technical Forum
The Technical Forum will also be virtual this year
You can participate in three different ways:
1. Hold a presentation - please send your suggested topic to dieter.merkle@schulergroup.com.
2. Listen - please register - you can find the registration form from 1st December 2020 on our website.
3. Support the event - please get in touch with us.

Your participation in The Coin Forum
DETAILS COMING SOON
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Visit us online!

World Money Fair Berlin GmbH
Ollenhauerstrasse 97, 13403 Berlin, Germany
info@worldmoneyfair.de

Phone +49 30 32 76 44 01

Fax +49 30 32 76 44 02

